ENHANCED PRESSURE ANALYSIS SERVICES

Application: Composite Layup Interface

1. Pressure Image BEFORE Topaq® Analysis

2. Pressure Image AFTER Topaq® Analysis

The image to the left depicts a Fujifilm Prescale® impression, while the image to the right is a color mapped version produced with the Topaq® Tactile Force Analysis System.

Let our technicians analyze your pressure exposed impressions with the all new Topaq® Pressure Analysis System.

Topaq® enables a wealth of statistical information and high resolution detail to be extracted from your impression, greatly enhancing the value of the raw film alone. Now you can determine with a high degree of accuracy, total force, average pressure and total area under contact.

We perform Topaq® enhanced analysis as a service for our clients.

The Topaq® Tactile Pressure Analysis System is also available for lease or purchase.

Sensorprod.com/TopaqImaging